
and yet not surprise at the same 
time. For some reason, the ”Boars of 
Rejects” don’t really care much 
about the academic mission and 
never have. The Boars and I had 
quite a deal of conflict a century ago 
and now, it seems that like they 
have a conflict against the greater 
student body. However, the problem 
today is more frightening…  

The Boars seem to be more 
concerned with lining their pockets 
than they are with furthering the 
academic mission. In fact, the 
university seems to have more in 
common with a corporation. The 
number of senior administrators 
increased 124% and executive 
administrators 650% with the top 
administrators’ salary increasing by 
64%! There’s a saying I live by 
through my travels: “if this doesn’t 
scare the hell out of you, then you 
have no soul!” 
 A hundred years ago, a 
great fire burned the university to 
the ground. Today, I would have to 
say that a fire of a different type 
needs to happen at the institution.  
 

I’ve notice that the location in which I’ve notice that the location in which I’ve notice that the location in which I’ve notice that the location in which 
you’re writing from is never reveled. you’re writing from is never reveled. you’re writing from is never reveled. you’re writing from is never reveled. 
Why’s that? Why’s that? Why’s that? Why’s that?     
    

I never reveal the location 
I’m writing from seeing how the 
federal government at Washington 
is interested in acquiring the 
Chronoship.  

Ever since Nikola Tesla died, 
they have been interested in 
obtaining everything the prolific 
scientist constructed because, why 
not! He made a damn time machine! 
I do understand that I can leave at a 
moment notice but that would just 
make me look like a coward.  

In other words, like they say 
in the modern American vernacular, 
“I ain’t leaving cuz I ain’t no bitch!” 
 
Why is this publication filled with Why is this publication filled with Why is this publication filled with Why is this publication filled with 
crude language?crude language?crude language?crude language?    
    

Well concern reader; it’s 
filled with scatological language 
because it’s part of the long tradition 
of satire. 

When we declared that the 
paper was going to be done in this 
tradition, we weren’t joking. We 
never joke. Satire is a tradition that 
goes on way into the ancient times 
and is just a partial reflection of the 
human experience.  

Humans, no matter how 
much pomp and properness they 
boast, are naturally crude. 
  An example is when I tried  

 

to give the spark of civilization to 
some cave dwellers I encountered. I 
taught them how to use painting 
utensils and the moment I turned my 
back, they were drawing phalluses on 
the walls. Even the famed Renaissance 
artist, Michelangelo, painted phalluses 
on the walls of the Sistine Chapel   

So, you see, all this 
scatological humor is a natural 
reflection of humans’ past, present, 
and future. We don’t really like to fill it 
with such crude language but it is 
something that the Daily Low-blow 
can’t offer and besides, this thing is on 
the internet.   

If the only aspect you can 
focus on is the crude humor, you’re 
missing the grander scheme.   
  

What’s that ‘zZZZZZZZ’ What’s that ‘zZZZZZZZ’ What’s that ‘zZZZZZZZ’ What’s that ‘zZZZZZZZ’ 
business with the articles involving business with the articles involving business with the articles involving business with the articles involving 
Governor Vuvu? Governor Vuvu? Governor Vuvu? Governor Vuvu?     
 

It’s simply represents the 
sounds one of those gawd-awful 
vuvuzela makes. During the World 
Cup that took place last summer, 
people on this internet used 
“zZZZZZZZ” to represent the sound of 
a vuvuzela.  

What? You don’t think I can 
use one of these personal computing 
machines now do you? Well, I’ll 
remind you that I learned how to 
operate Nikola Tesla’s Chronoship 
after consuming a fifth of brandy; so 
learning how to use a computer was 
not that difficult at all. 
    
Why did the Board of Rejects aWhy did the Board of Rejects aWhy did the Board of Rejects aWhy did the Board of Rejects allow llow llow llow 
the cultivation of marijuanathe cultivation of marijuanathe cultivation of marijuanathe cultivation of marijuana    and not and not and not and not 
some other, more legal commodity, some other, more legal commodity, some other, more legal commodity, some other, more legal commodity, 
like gold?like gold?like gold?like gold?    
 
The land holds no gold and the 
university can’t make its own, seeing 
as they lack a particle accelerator or an 
alchemy department. It’s too bad 
your forbearers outlawed the 
metaphysical science and that chemist 
today look down at it. If they didn’t, 
they would have no problems buying 
new equipment. 
    
As a foAs a foAs a foAs a former president of UNMrmer president of UNMrmer president of UNMrmer president of UNM, how do , how do , how do , how do 
you you you you feel about the current state of the feel about the current state of the feel about the current state of the feel about the current state of the 
university?university?university?university?    
 
As a president that actually furthered 
the academic mission and programs 
here at the university, I’m appalled 
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What? What? What? What? I’m I’m I’m I’m sorry;sorry;sorry;sorry;    I can’I can’I can’I can’t hear your t hear your t hear your t hear your 
argument at the moment seeing how argument at the moment seeing how argument at the moment seeing how argument at the moment seeing how 
I’m traveling through space!I’m traveling through space!I’m traveling through space!I’m traveling through space!    

Not many pictures exist of William Not many pictures exist of William Not many pictures exist of William Not many pictures exist of William 
seeing how he was busy making UNM seeing how he was busy making UNM seeing how he was busy making UNM seeing how he was busy making UNM 
a better placea better placea better placea better place    


